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Visting Bill Saylor's recent show of paintings and sculpture, 'Softail Project', was like travelling through a disruptive
mechanism that belched exhaust fumes as it overturned the world order, which usually sites humans at the top of
the food chain. Saylor manages this inversion by tapping into a reality that is anthropomorphic by design - here it's
the animals that indulge in conspicuous consumption, skateboarding and heinous crime.
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The show comprised a series of large-scale canvases and one sculpture. Like Saturday morning cartoons, Saylor
casts members of the animal kingdom in starring roles. 'Softail Project' continues his focus on how the natural
world will adapt to ecological disaster. For example, in the painting Kingpin (2003) a black bear and an octopus
escape to their love nest on the banks of a mountain lake. In this piece inter-species mating becomes the logical, if
not obligatory, practice for the continuation of life. Saylor's language marries skateboard and biker cult
paraphernalia with expressionistic, impasto paint application and a variety of other image-making techniques,
including the iron-on transfer of digital images. These disparate approaches embody the ways in which the human
information infrastructure can be utilized to achieve a slew of perverse ends.

One of these is a solitary, mixed-media sculpture of a polar bear, Perfect Drift (2002), which towers above the
mutated and mutilated fauna who inhabit the slime-green, oil-slick landscapes of Saylor's paintings. An
amalgamation of fake fur, plaster and polystyrene, the sculpture sports a peg leg and two eye patches, and has
suspiciously grown a third eye. It hovers on a pedestal that is laminated with aluminium foil and adorned with
marker and paint pen gra�ti, and looks as though it originated in a suburban skate park.

Saylor's penchant for applying human medical technology to the physical ailments and deformities su�ered by
animals only strengthens the analogous relationship between the skyscraper and the beehive. Perfect Drift hints
that some animals will survive our environmental oversights, adapt to polluted wastelands, loot our stores, learn to
use our technology and capitalize on our leisure, lifestyle and fetish commodities. Saylor's work rides a satirical line,
implicating members of the animal kingdom and presidents of companies with an equally derisive gesture. In a
painting entitled I'm Not Only a Client, I Own the Company (2003) the owner of the company is depicted as a self-
congratulatory, omnipotent skeleton that beacons the viewer forward with a crooked index �nger. The title of the
painting is scrawled in a distraught font somewhere between the 'steal your face' of Grateful Dead notoriety and a
carnivalesque school desk drawing.

Hung directly to the right of this painting, as if to present a cause-and-e�ect scenario, is the most overtly political
work in the show, Gasoline Dream (2003). Here fanged snakes and humanoid life forms adorn the mayhem of
chemical destruction, as petroleum products become petroleum people. The composition of this painting hinges
on the dramatic presence of a two-headed, bald eagle whose innards are made from an iron-on digital image of a
car engine block. In this case animal and machine conceptually and physically amalgamate as the ubiquitous
automobile becomes a backbone and the fuel pumps, by extension, a vascular system. Even the iron-on image
embodies �esh when set in the heavily impastoed paint surface that Saylor uses to depict the soft tissue of the
eagle. Perhaps it is the leaching of petroleum-based chemicals from our washing machines that has produced

<http://www.messe-karlsruhe.de/messe_karlsruhe_en/index.php>
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such astonishing metamorphoses in the surrounding population. It is certainly this type of leaching that allows oil
paint and iron-on transfers to exist seamlessly in the same space.

Decidedly absent from all of Saylor's paintings is any trace of blood, although maiming and decapitation, death
and mutilation, are de�nitely in the air, much like the representations of violence in the cartoons to which they
refer. Danger is also paramount: massive, wrathful and looming.

While Saylor's depiction of life after ecological disruption side-steps the hackneyed rhetoric of environmentalism,
the violence it depicts hinges on the same entertainment world logic that allows Wile E. Coyote to spring back to
life after a seemingly lethal plunge into a dusty canyon. Yet the premonition that animals will evolve in order to
survive in the next stage of human civilization is, after all, a fascinating way for consumer culture to absorb the
myth of nature and perpetuate itself in the process. Ultimately, what could be more alluring than an animal re-
enactment of the wretched and excessive behaviours that are normally relegated to the most criminal and
desperate human subcultures?
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Art in Review
By HOLLAND COTTER

Published: January 30, 2009

'PEANUT GALLERY'

The Journal Gallery

168 North First Street, Williamsburg, Brooklyn

Through Sunday

The snappy young culture quarterly called The Journal maintains a
storefront gallery in Williamsburg with a track record of good shows.
''Peanut Gallery,'' assembled by the artist Joe Bradley, is the latest. At
least some of the 20 artists tend to migrate between the art world's center and fringes. Mr.
Bradley has caught most of them in their fringier mode.

This is not the case with Rita Ackermann, who shows one of her classic nymphets, or Dike
Blair with his life-size gouache painting of a photo-realist eye. Keith Mayerson's portrait of
Miles Davis is pretty suave; so is Nate Lowman's happy face with shades.

Things turn a little crude with a Dan Colen chewing-gum relief and a swipey Bill Saylor
painting embellished with a torn dollar bill. But messy, in the right hands, can be nice,
even refined. A Michael Williams picture with frosting-thick white paint soiled by dabs of
brown and gray suggests an image of stars in a snowstorm. And although Leif Ritchey's
buttons-and-threads collage is quite a tangle, I like to think of it as cloth coming together
rather than falling apart.

Elena Pankova contributes a crisp Constructivist-style abstraction, but anyone can tell that
deconstruction, or no construction, is the prevailing group trend. It's amazing the variety
you can wrest from thrown-away and falling-apart. Erin Fierst, Otis Houston, Taka
Imamura, Eunice Kim and the redoubtable B. Wurtz give a sense of the range. And the
ever resourceful Artist Unknown -- isn't it time for a retrospective? -- is the mother/father
of them all. HOLLAND COTTER
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Installation view of “Kamp K48” Photograph courtesy John Connelly Presents

The pocketsized indie art magazine K48, which artist Scott Hug has published semiregularly since 1999, is also well known

for organizing exuberant group shows. In the latest one (conceived in 2005 for San Francisco’s Yerba Buena Center for the

Arts), 51 artists ponder Boy Scout homoeroticism and the great outdoors, and mankind’s ravaging of the environment.

Much of the work suggests byproducts of an artsandcrafts class—after campers have snacked on hallucinatory

mushrooms. John Rappleye’s fanciful sculpture Faireriewood, with its phallic flowers, belongs in the gaycruising area of an

enchanted forest. In Suzanne Ackerman’s miniature, scruffy campground scene, Boyskouts of Amerika, a pair of black Ken

like dolls shed their fur getups for a little cabin hankypanky. The Hairy Hunchback by Hrafnhildur Arnardottir (a.k.a.

Shoplifter) is a towering silhouette made out of dozens of brown wigs and a cutout face (perfect for goofy photo ops at the

opening).

Things get even more twisted in the gallery’s annex. Ghostly space aliens (ever notice how they show up only in the

boondocks?) painted by Bill Saylor peer down from the walls. Crushed Dr Pepper cans and old issues of Boys’ Life litter the

Astroturf floor. The disorienting sounds of mechanical noise and children singing emit from DVD installations by LoVid and

Grant Worth, and a pitched tent serves as a canvas for Dominic McGill’s raging political slogans accompanied by

illustrations of skulls and hanged priests. This woodsy setting, hardly an oasis, is more like Mother Nature’s funny farm. —

Les Simpson

By Time Out editors Thu Aug 24 2006
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Les Rogers

Large There

2009
Leo Koenig Inc.

Les Rogers

Be Still

2009
Leo Koenig Inc.

Les Rogers

Becoming Home

2010
Leo Koenig Inc.

Julian Schnabel

Portrait of Leo

2007
"In There, Out Here"
curated by Bill Saylor
Leo Koenig Inc.

LES IS MORE
by Charlie Finch
  
Last summer the veteran artist Les Rogers sent me a jpeg
of one of his new paintings from his New Jersey studio. The
minimal image thrilled me, a kind of Wuthering Heights

brown cloud on a cliff, called Large There, which seemed to
be a take on that old vaudeville joke about the white
picture that is really a polar bear in a blizzard.

My heart anticipated a whole gallery full of such minimal
pieces at Rogers’ new show at Leo Koenig, but I should
have known that each painting is a new adventure for Les
and not the repetition of a style. Quite unexpected, also, is
the improbability that this modest, veteran painter has
become an overnight celebrity, dating a famous gossip
columnist and selling his new work to Elton John. Rogers'
new show is mixed, as any show in the arrested Boyland
that is the Koenig program (except for the ladies Nicole
Eisenman and Wendy White) must be, but when Rogers is
good, he is truly excellent.

The best painting in the show is Matisselike pair of naked
breasts encircling a vase of irises and another great
painting appears to be a bodega falling apart as if
descending a staircase. The beach blanket nudes featured
on the invitation are a tad too derivative of Tom
Wesselmann: this is always the dance with Rogers, who
whimsically wears his influences all over his smock. Large

Bear is indicative that this painter is best when he
subtracts from his drawing practice and lets the color come
forward, however damp.

Another Koenig painter, by the way, the expressionist Bill
Saylor, has curated a grand show, concurrently, in the
Koenig project space (which used to be the Buia Gallery).
There is a killer A.R. Penck in this set from 1982, called T

2, a huge white on black study of the zodiac. Also featured
is a hilarious portrait head of dealer Koenig, done in 2008,
by Julian Schnabel, in which Leo resembles a befuddled
knight of the Middle Ages covered in muck. This is simply
one of Schnabel's alltime best.

Les Rogers, "Last House," Jan. 8Feb. 20, 2010, at Leo
Koenig Inc., 545 West 23rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10011.

CHARLIE FINCH is coauthor of Most Art Sucks: Five

Years of Coagula (Smart Art Press).
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